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Buckskin Fire Report
Wildfire & Redrock: An Analysis of Fire Effects, Fire Suppression
Impacts and Management Implications
Introduction

Looking northwest into the Buckskin Fire and Baldface Creek from the Frantz Meadow Trail. The area
supports old-growth forests on an isolated island of granitic soil. Photo: Luke Ruediger

The Buckskin Fire began on June 11, 2015 in a small lightening storm rumbling
through the long, wild canyons of the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area in the Rogue
River-Siskiyou National Forest. The fire was lit west of O’Brien, Oregon in the vast fire
footprint of the 2002 Biscuit Fire. The Buckskin Fire area is extremely remote,
geologically unique, botanically rich and profoundly fire-adapted.
The Buckskin Fire burned in the Baldface Creek drainage, a relatively pristine
and remote tributary of the North Fork of the Smith River. The majority of the drainage is
made up of serpentine rock types and supports unique plant communities adapted to the
harsh soil conditions found on serpentine bedrock. Within this matrix of serpentine soils
are small islands of granitic soil supporting more productive forests of old pine, fir and
cedar.
The fire burned entirely within the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area. The South
Kalmiopsis is the largest unprotected roadless area in the state of Oregon and together
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with the Kalmiopsis Wilderness and other nearby wildlands is one of the largest unroaded
habitats on the West Coast. The pristine nature of the area makes the region a hotspot for
biodiversity, including an astounding number of rare and endemic plant species. The
Baldface Creek drainage with its incredible water quality is also a critical stronghold for
the salmon and steelhead of the Wild and Scenic Smith River.
Significant Fire Weather and Events
The Buckskin Fire started on June 11, 2015, the initial ignition was located on the
northern flank of Baldface Creek on a spur ridge rising from the Baldface Creek canyon
into the Kalmiopsis Wilderness. The fire was not detected until two days later on June 13,
2015. By the end of the day, the fire had reached 1,200 acres, pushed by gusty westerly
winds up to 40 MPH. Six spot fire were detected, the largest at 30 acres. In response fire
suppression crews began clearing road 112 in the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area with
bulldozers. Despite a mandate in the SNF Forest Plan to utilize Minimum Impact
Suppression Tactics (MIST) in the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area and adjacent
Kalmiopsis Wilderness, MIST was not mandated and extensive damage to the botany,
soils, and the wilderness character of the area was sustained. By the afternoon of June 14,
2015 the fire’s growth had slowed, increasing only 200 acres for a total of 1,400 acres
burned.
By the next afternoon, on June 15, 2015 the fire had grown to 2,250 acres and had
crossed Baldface Creek; a narrow finger of fire had burned to the ridgeline divide
between Baldface Creek and Rough and Ready Creek. The majority of the high and
moderate severity fire sustained during the Buckskin Fire was located within the areas
burned between June 13 and June 15, 2015. Dozers were continuing to “improve” road
112 and trail 1124 by removing snags, clearing brush, bulldozing rare plant populations,
and scraping the long undisturbed road prism to bare mineral soil. Crews were also
creating large safety zones and helipads within the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area in
preparation for extensive backburing operations in the vicinity of Buckskin Peak.
On June 15, 2015 crews had also begun clearing road 494 and trail 1215 in the
vicinity of Biscuit Hill. This area is also within the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area in
serpentine habitat.
By June 17, 2015 the fire
had largely stopped growing,
burning just over 100 acres in the
proceeding two days. All spot fires
had been contained and inciweb
reports stated, “Fire behavior on the
western flank continues to be
minimal due to sparse fuels.”
Despite the limited fire spread and
intensity, backburning operations
were planned for the following day
while air tankers utilized large
volumes of fire retardant on the
Forest Service backburning along trail #1124. Photo: Inciweb
south and east containment lines in
preparation.
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With the fire barely growing and fire spread grinding to a halt, suppression crews
moved forward with the planned backburning operations utilizing hand and aerial
ignitions on the ridgeline near Buckskin Peak. Inciweb reports stated, “There has been no
perimeter growth on the western edge of the fire in the past several days.”
For two days crews lit backburns adjacent to containment lines and heli-torches
were used to add depth to the “blackline” being created to bolster containment lines. By
the afternoon of June 19, 2016, backburning operations extended from Buckskin Peak
along road 112 to road 454 and beyond. Heli-torches also burned a “small basin directly
west of Buckskin Peak,” and by days end the fire had grown to 3,300 acres, with the
majority of recent fire growth being attributed to intentionally set backburns at the
headwaters of Baldface Creek. For the first time, inciweb reports stated, “Minimum
impact suppression tactics (MIST) are being used as much as possible by firefighters both
inside and outside the Wilderness.” Unfortunately, the implementation of MIST was far
too late, as dozerline and heavy snagging had already impacted large portions of the
South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area. If MIST had initially been implemented on the
Buckskin Fire these impacts could have been avoided, especially given the extremely
slow growth displayed by the Buckskin Fire in the proceeding days.
On June 20, 2015
crews began backburning
along road 454 and trail
1215 in the vicinity of
Biscuit Hill. Inciweb
reports stated, “Acreage
increase on the fire was
predominately a result of
the burnout operations
within the containment
lines. The fire is
estimated at 3,552 acres
and 15 percent
contained.” This clearly
shows that despite
millions being spent to
Forest Service crews tried to backburn an unburnable natural fire brake.
“fight” the Buckskin Fire,
Photo: Luke Ruediger
the only real growth
exhibited for three days consisted of intentionally set backburns. The fire simply did not
have adequate fuel in serpentine areas affected by the 2002 Biscuit Fire to sustain high
levels of fire spread and intensity. Essentially the fire was burning itself out, in a remote
canyon 6-8 miles as the crow flies from the nearest community. Despite the minimal fire
growth, an aggressive full suppression strategy was being implemented.
By the afternoon of June 20th, backburning operations were responsible for 1,000
acres of new fire growth. Inciweb reports claimed, “Acreage increase on the fire was
predominately a result of the burnout operations within the containment lines. The fire is
estimated at 4,500 acres and 25 percent contained.”	
  By days end, the fire had grown to
4,900 acres, and inciweb reports stated, “Current growth of the fire is predominately a
result of the burnout operations within containment lines.”
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On June 23, 2015, “The Buckskin Fire grew slightly due to the burnout operations
to 5,100 acres. Overall containment has improved to 50%.” Crews burned an unnamed
ridge on the fire’s southern flank, pushing the fire northeast towards Baldface Creek. The
eastern and southern edge of the fire had been steadily growing due to backburning
operations, not natural fire spread. Inciweb reports on June 24, 2015 stated, “The west
fire edge has not moved nor has any heat been detected for the past week. Fire managers
and Rogue River-Siskiyou National Forest officials made the decision not to use a direct
suppression tactic on this portion of the fire due to the risk and exposure to firefighters by
falling snags. A contingency line (Trail 1233) will remain to the west until the fire is
deemed controlled.”
Despite a total lack of fire growth or detectable heat, crews had a dozerline and
hand line around the western perimeter, adequately “containing” this portion of the fire,
yet crews continued spending vast sums of public money conducting backburning
operations that did very little to improve containment and would simply not burn.
Limited fuel loads and weather conditions continued moderating fire spread. The fire was
essentially “out” at this point, yet fire crews continued conducting ineffective
backburning operations at great public expense. The agency was burning internal
unburned islands far from the actual containment line and manipulating the natural fire
mosaic. The natural fire burned itself out and never reached the northwest fireline near
Biscuit Hill and Baldface Creek; even intentionally set fire could not burn this section of
rock, sparse, low brush and scattered pine trees.
By June 24, 2015 the fire had reached 5,345 acres, roughly half of which was
burned in intentionally lit backburns. By June 25, 2015 the fire was in suppression rehab
and crews were being pulled off the fire to assist other fire suppression efforts now
popping up around the country. Although the fire was still considered “active,” no fire
growth was reported from June 25, 2015 to October 20, 2015 when the fire was finally
considered officially “contained,” four months later. The fire was patrolled for months
despite absolutely no fire spread, spending large amounts of taxpayer dollars on a fire
that simply smoldered out on its own, in a remote backcountry area, far from any
residences or infrastructure.
The Buckskin Fire burned actively for only four days (June 11-15). On June 15 a
significant onshore flow reduced temperatures and relative humidity, slowing fire growth
and fireline intensity. A cool, moist inversion hung over the fire for much of the
remaining time period in which active fire growth occurred.
The Buckskin Fire was essentially a $10 million dollar backburn that, in many
cases, refused to burn. Crews were sent out into a landscape dominated by bare rock,
dumping fuel on unburnable terrain and doing great damage to the region’s many
important habitat and wilderness values. Evidence that this fire was simply smoldering
out in the Baldface Creek canyon is found in the western and northern portion of the fire
where the fire never reached its containment lines. Large sections of backburn simply
refused to burn in the sparse fuels and rocky terrain. In many locations the backburns
refused to carry more than 100’ from the fireline, in other locations single isolated
clumps of chaparral were set ablaze at great expense and with little impact on fire
containment
Natural barriers, moist coastal inversions and low, discontinuous fuel loads
combined to naturally limit fire spread, fire severity and acres burned. Of the 5,350 acres
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encompassed within the fire perimeter, 30%, or 1,616 acres, did not burn at all. The
majority of the acres burned after June 15, 2015 was associated with backburning
operations and not with natural fire spread. The Buckskin Fire was finally declared
“contained” on October 20, 2015, a full four months since a single acre had burned.

The snag fields created by the Biscuit Fire currently function as natural fire brakes due to a lack of fire
available fuel. Low site productivity on serpentine soil reduces the vigor of understory growth following high
severity wildfire and thus retards the potential for high severity re-burn in subsequent years. The situation
will buffer adjacent old-growth stands from high severity fire effects for relatively long periods of time.
Photo: Inciweb

The 2002 Biscuit Fire’s Influence on the 2015 Buckskin Fire
In order to provide insight and context to the events that took place during the
Buckskin Fire, one must first have some background and understanding about the 2002
Biscuit Fire, including how it influenced fire behavior and how it influenced agency
decision making during suppression actions on the Buckskin Fire.
In 2002, one of the fire ignitions that created the now infamous Biscuit Fire began
on Biscuit Hill, a broad serpentine ridge in the middle portion of Baldface Creek. Another
ignition was located near Sourdough Flat, at the confluence of Baldface Creek and the
North Fork of the Smith River. Large swaths of scrubby serpentine forest and woodland
burned at high severity in the Biscuit Fire, leaving small patches of green forest among
swaths of sun bleached snags, low chaparral, and red rock barrens. The serpentine
landscape extends in all directions across the vast, remote, and fire-swept ridges of the
Kalmiopisis Wilderness and South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area.
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A large “island” of granodiorite, diorite, and other granitic soils extends across the
headwaters of the Rough and Ready Creek’s South Fork and into Baldface Creek.
Productive conifer forests colonize these granitic soil types, consisting of Douglas fir,
sugar pine, ponderosa pine, Port Orford cedar, and disjunct stands of western hemlock.
An extremely rare plant association is found in these stands: western hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla), Sadler’s oak (Quercus sadleriana) and pacific rhododendron
(Rhododendron macrophyllum). The ancient forests growing from these granitic islands
were either unburned or under-burned at low severity in the 2002 Biscuit Fire, especially
in the Baldface Creek drainage.

Low severity fire in Douglas fir/Port Orford cedar stands in the Baldface Creek Canyon. This stand burned
at low severity in the Biscuit Fire and the Buckskin Fire. Photo: Chris Norwich

In many cases, extreme fire weather, high winds, low relative humidity, unstable
air masses and collapsing pyrocumulus plumes predicated fire severity in the Biscuit Fire.
In other cases high severity fire appears closely associated with fire suppression related
backburns that were started low on slopes and many miles from the head of the natural
fire, creating large homogenous high severity fire effects.
Responding to soil type and productivity, and the associated vegetative
communities, another fire pattern emerged that followed geologic formations. Low
productivity soils — commonly referred to as “serpentine” soil types — with their
relatively small, low statured trees, dense chaparral fuels, droughty slopes, and low
natural resistance to fire, supported a relatively large percentage of high severity fire
during the Biscuit Fire. In most situations, serpentine habitats are “fire sinks,” resisting
fire while fuels accumulate, waiting for a particularly dry season or for fuels to build and
become decadent. Over long periods of time the slow growing vegetation can become
highly flammable with dense, dead fuels and resinous chaparral in the understory. During
extreme fire weather and on relatively long fire return intervals, serpentine vegetation can
naturally support high severity fire effects. Stand replacing fire tends to reset the
vegetative clock, turning dense forests of skinny trees, slopes of chaparral, and stunted
serpentine savannah into grasslands, chaparral fields, and vigorously regenerating pine
and cedar stands.
Much of the forest prior to the Biscuit Fire consisted of dense lodgepole pine
habitat, brushy western white pine woodland, large patches of knobcone pine and
serpentine chaparral. The vegetation in these areas never attains the level of fire
resistance that a productive old-growth forest might. These trees never grow tall canopies
or thick corky bark, nor do they shade out understory shrubs. Instead they grow in harsh,
rocky, inhospitable terrain that grows fuel very slowly, allowing them to resist fire while
young, or sustain only low severity fire in discontinuous fuel beds. When mature these
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forest communities support a mixed severity fire mosaic affected by significant high
severity effects. Fueled by layers of resinous woody vegetation, exposed slopes, unique
weather patterns, and dry summer conditions, mature serpentine forests can burn at high
severity when fuels, terrain, and weather patterns align themselves. Vast serpentine forest
habitats burned at high severity in the Biscuit Fire and have regenerated with vigorous
conifer reproduction and sparse, low chaparral with very little dead fuel content.
The area’s moist
drainages and headwater
streams support small,
often isolated stands of
Port Orford cedar. These
cedar stands are
successional and fire
mediated. In many
situations Port Orford
cedar groves were
underburned in the
Biscuit Fire, leading to
open stands of short,
stocky serpentine-form
trees at relatively wide
spacing.
Another major
Port Orford cedar groves maintained by the Biscuit Fire.
Photo: Luke Ruediger
plant community in the
area is the open Jeffery
pine savannah. The most common form in the region is found on rocky, open areas
known as “Serpentine Barrens.” Usually the trees are short statured, stocky, gnarled with
age and widely spaced. Fuels are typically very low with the understory consisting of
sparse grasses, mats of creeping woody shrubs, and minimal dead, downed material.
Understory cover is often dominated by bare rock. These stands tend to resist fire and
often remain unburned in wildfire events. Fires often spread into serpentine barren
habitats and smolder out due to a lack of fire available fuel. The Biscuit Fire was unusual
in that many Jeffery pine stands on serpentine barren habitat/savannah were killed. In
comparison, very few, if any, Jeffery pine savannah habitats were burned at high severity
in the Buckskin Fire.
The stunted forests of the Kalmiopsis are made up of species adapted to mixed
severity fire with a large high severity component. The Biscuit Fire burned through the
area, reinforcing that mosaic and bringing a pattern of mixed severity fire back onto the
landscape. The Buckskin Fire began altering that mosaic, maintaining habitat diversity,
spatial heterogeneity, and staggered successional stages.
The wild, unusual, and remote Kalmiopsis region is one of the least understood
plant communities on the west coast and sustains one of the most diverse and little
studied fire regimes. Historic fire frequency, severity, and extent have not been
adequately studied in the region. Based on historic photographs, vegetation patterns, and
adaptations, high severity fire appears to be a substantial portion of the region’s fire
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regime and plant communities are “recovering” naturally with vigor and abundance
within the Biscuit and Buckskin Fire area.
Despite this vigorous fire regeneration, fuels have simply not accumulated with
enough density, continuity, or dead material to carry and sustain a large, high severity
wildland fire, especially in serpentine areas. This has been demonstrated in the 2013
Labrador, 2015 Buckskin Fire, and 2015 Collier Fire.
Fire Severity and Mosaic
The Buckskin Fire burned well within the historic range of variability for fire
severity in the Siskiyou Mountains. Fire severity and effects were directly minimized by
the Biscuit Fire footprint, which burned thirteen years earlier. Sufficient fuel loads had
not built since the Biscuit Fire to support or sustain high severity fire effects or rapid fire
spread.
The Buckskin Fire burned actively on only four windy days (June 11-15). On
June 15 a significant onshore flow reduced temperatures and increased relative humidity
bringing fire growth to a virtual stand still. According to fire behavior analyst Steve Zeil,
on June 19, “flame lengths are 3–5 feet high. He estimated that the fire is moving
between “20 and 50 feet a minute.” Thus fire severity, fire spread, and fire line intensity
were extremely minimal, providing resource benefit and fuel reduction in the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area. The extremely rocky, sparse nature of the serpentine
environment in the area also reduced fire severity and spread throughout the fire area.

According to the Buckskin Fire Burned Area Emergency Report (BAER), 30% of
the fire area was unburned, while 41% burned at low severity, 22% at moderate severity,
and only 6% burned at high severity. The majority of the area affected by high and
moderate severity fire was burned in the four days of active burning associated with high
winds between June 11 and June 15. In total 71% of the fire area did not burn at all or
burned at low severity, reducing fuels, positively impacting stand development in young
fire regenerated stands, and underburning the lush mixed conifer forests on granitic soils.
The Buckskin Fire acted as expected within a “re-burn” of the Biscuit Fire footprint. The
Labrador Fire of 2013 and the Collier Butte Fire of 2015 also demonstrated this pattern of
low severity fire in response to the conditions created by the Biscuit Fire. Since the
Biscuit Fire in 2002, areas not subjected to post-fire logging have burned and all have
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burned in a healthy, mixed severity mosaic dominated by low severity fire effects. The
effect of these re-burns on stand conditions and fuels has been very beneficial.
The fire effects sustained since the Biscuit Fire directly contradict the common
rhetoric of the Forest Service, the timber industry, and many fire suppression
professionals. Simply put, the rhetoric and the reality have failed to match up. Contrary to
popular belief the Biscuit Fire has not created a landscape prone to high severity fire;
only a continuance of aggressive fire suppression and inappropriate timber management
practices will create conditions conducive to high severity re-burns. Although, as
vegetation matures the potential for high severity fire will increase, especially without the
moderating effect of repeated fire.

The northern portion of the Buckskin Fire burned within a vast serpentine landscape burned at high severity in
the Biscuit Fire. The northern section of the fire burned itself out in the Biscuit Fire footprint and never reached
the fireline built around the Buckskin Fire. This photograph depicts a section of the Buckskin Fire that burned
itself out in the large stand-replacing habitat created by the Biscuit Fire. Photo: Luke Ruediger
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The Biscuit Fire footprint should be allowed to re-burn relatively naturally while
fuel conditions are minimal and containment by natural barriers or MIST tactics would be
highly effective. These conditions are likely to persist for 20 years or more in serpentine
areas subjected to high severity fire in the Biscuit Fire. If managed correctly these reburns would not threaten local communities, yet would provide substantial benefit to
stand development and future wildfire containment. The re-burn potential for most of the
Biscuit Fire area is currently minimal, demonstrating that Wildland Fire Use should be
encouraged in this extremely remote and rugged region. Wildland fires in the Biscuit Fire
footprint should be allowed to burn under prescribed conditions or treated with a
“confinement” strategy that allows specific areas to burn naturally, reinforcing the
patchy, diverse mosaic of fire in the region and reducing fuels for the next wildfire event.
If enough small re-burns are allowed to burn within this vast, inaccessible wildland, the
overlapping fire footprints will start moderating fire severity, limiting fire spread, and
will play a positive role in creating diverse, fire adapted forests regenerating from the
Biscuit Fire.
Impact of Past Forest Management on Fire Behavior and containment
The most significant impact of forest management on the Buckskin Fire is
associated with forest management practices that were not conducted in the area, rather
than those that have been implemented. By and large, the landscape of the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area has not been affected by forest management practices such as
logging or significant road building. The majority of impacts associated with human
activity in the area date back to the mining era: 1900-1930s. These impacts include the
development of primitive mining tracks and small, localized mining developments that
have impacted riparian areas and forest habitats.
Most significantly, the area encompassed within the Buckskin Fire was not
subjected to post-fire logging, tree planting, or site preparation following the Biscuit Fire.
These activities would have increased fire available fuel by distributing logging slash
across the forest floor and creating unnatural conifer plantations that impact fire recovery
and stand development. Tree planting, in particular, tends to encourage the development
of overly dense, even-aged forest structures that are often negatively affected by
subsequent fires. The lack of management following the Biscuit Fire in this area has
allowed for more diverse, patchy regeneration and more discontinuous fuel loads to
develop in many stands not subjected to salvage logging.
Another impact associated, not with forest management, but the lack thereof,
includes the Forest Service’s failure to maintain trails in the region since the Biscuit Fire.
Hundreds and hundreds of miles of hiking trails could be found in the Kalmiopsis region
before the Biscuit Fire. Unfortunately, the Forest Service has essentially abandoned that
entire trail system leading to, not only very limited recreational access, but also very little
access for fire suppression crews.
Prior to the Buckskin Fire road 112, also known as the Buckskin Peak or Chetco
Divide Trail (#1124), had not been maintained in many years. The trail had filled in with
brush and fallen snags, making access to the area extremely difficult. I had hiked the trail
just one month prior to the start of the Buckskin Fire and found the trail in this section a
difficult bushwhack through thick brush.
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The lack of trail maintenance was directly responsible for the lack of access and
the significant safety concerns associated with fighting fire on the Buckskin Peak
ridgeline. The lack of trail maintenance led to severe impacts to the area’s soils, botany,
wildlife habitat, and wilderness character because of dozerline creation that could have
been avoided if the trail had been maintained. Handline creation — using the existing and
maintained hiking trail — to facilitate containment of the Buckskin Fire would have been
sufficient. Given the minimal fire growth in the area, time would have allowed
preparation of the trail/road prism as a handline, facilitating containment of the fire and
safe implementation of any backburning the agency deemed necessary. Instead, the
popular hiking area and access route into the Kalmiopsis Wilderness has been heavily
impacted by suppression activities
Recommendations
Analysis of the Buckskin Fire suggests that regular trail maintenance would have
made this remote backcountry area more accessible to fire suppression crews. If the trail
had been maintained it could have been efficiently and effectively turned into a fire
containment line. Maintenance of backcountry trail systems should be seen as a function
of fire management as much as a recreational benefit. Hastily created firelines
constructed during wildfire events, on the other hand, are likely to prove ineffective or
extremely impactful to natural resources. The use of bulldozers in the wildland setting
could often be avoided by maintaining trail systems in remote locations to facilitate safe,
effective, and low impact suppression activities.
A significant portion of post-fire management should focus on maintaining trails
in remote but strategic locations, as well as maintaining firelines along important road
systems for later use. The Buckskin Peak ridgeline is a very strategic ridge system,
dividing the interior portions of the South Kalmiopis Roadless Area from the Rough and
Ready Creek watershed, which drains directly into the Illinois Valley. It is likely that
proactive trail maintenance along with wildland fire use and/or prescribed fire would
more effectively protect local communities in future fire events and allow for the
implementation of MIST in this important wildland habitat.
Fires backing out of the mountains and toward local communities can usually be
contained at major river roads or prominent ridgelines bordering the Illinois Valley. Since
the Biscuit Fire, the agency has chosen to neglect these important fire safety strategies
and instead is focusing on large, landscape-scale timber sales touted as “fuel reduction.”
Unfortunately these large, landscape-scale projects do not effectively or strategically
reduce fire risks to communities and cannot be utilized in inventoried roadless areas or
designated wilderness. The location of the Kalmiopsis wildlands directly west of the
Illinois Valley requires a more innovative and strategic approach that includes trail
maintenance, prescribed fire and perhaps, most importantly, wildland fire use.
Natural wildfires should be managed to maximize the acreage burned at
characteristic severity levels rather than to minimize the acres burned and achieve rapid
containment. The use of wildland fire in this manner is the only practical way to restore
fire on the scale necessary to moderate fire behavior and aid in the containment of future
fires, especially in this remote and rugged region. Neither prescribed fire nor manual
thinning can be implemented at the scale needed, nor safely applied in the wildland
context. Manual thinning, in particular, cannot be utilized in roadless or wilderness
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landscapes. Instead the agency should take advantage of natural fire ignitions to promote
forest health, fuel reduction, community wildfire protection, and firefighter safety.
Unfortunately, the Buckskin BAER Report does not mention or encourage trail
maintenance, and agency fire managers are often too risk adverse to consider utilizing
wildland fire for resource benefit. Instead, they often allow the risk to grow and
compound itself over time, choosing the politically expedient solution over ecologically
and biologically appropriate fire management strategies and community protection
measures. Prescribed natural fire is the only realistic and effective option available to area
managers in the Kalmiopsis region and should be embraced. The current paradigm
appears to instead promote a reactionary fire suppression strategy that impacts the land
and does not facilitate community wildfire protection.

Fire Suppression Impacts
Botanical Impacts
The South Kalmiopsis region is a nationally renowned botanical treasure. The
area lies within the vast Josephine Ophiloite, a large mass of serpentine soils west of
O’Brien, Oregon. The area supports one of the highest concentrations of rare plants in
western North America, and due to harsh, inhospitable soil conditions it hosts a
surprising number of endemic plants found nowhere outside the Siskiyou Mountains. The
soil conditions also serve to keep most noxious weeds and non-native plants from
colonizing the area, therefore, the area sustains particularly intact native plant
communities.
The most obvious impact to native plant communities in the Buckskin Fire was
fireline creation, especially in areas cleared with bulldozers. According the Buckskin Fire
BAER Report (Buckskin Fire BAER Report, p. 1), a total of 10 acres of dozerline, safety
zones, pullouts and other disturbed areas were damaged sufficiently to require mitigation
planting and sowing. Roughly 8 miles of dozerline was scrapped into the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area through an astonishing array of rare and unusual plant species.
Tracy’s lupine (Lupinus tracyi) is considered
“sensitive” on Forest Service lands, meaning the plant is
considered a valid candidate for federal threatened and
endangered classifications under the Endangered Species
Act, and for which population viability is a concern.
Likewise, the Oregon Natural Heritage Information
Center has included Tracy’s lupine on List 2. List 2
species are taxa that are threatened, endangered, or
possibly extirpated from Oregon, but more stable
elsewhere.
Tracy’s lupine is found in only a few locations in
southern Oregon, including Curry and Josephine County.
The populations are found in three small clusters in the
Kalmiopsis region. In Northern California, populations
Tracy's Lupine
Photo: Luke Ruediger
can be found in Siskiyou, Humboldt, Del Norte and
Trinity County.
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One population was historically found along road 112, near the two large tank
traps at the road’s southern end. According the June 25, 2015 Rehab Checklist for the
Buckskin Fire, “Lupinus tracyi (very rare FS Sensitive Species) was severely impacted
by suppression activities creating mortality for a large percentage of the population.”
Another suppression rehab report states that impacts to Tracy’s lupine were “created by
fire suppression activities by bulldozers and large machinery. Plants were scraped or
covered with soil.” The impacts were so severe that the agency has harvested seed from
unaffected populations and is proposing to grow out plants at the J. Herbert Stone Forest
Service Nursery for future out-planting in areas impacted by suppression activities. It is
unclear if this plan is currently being implemented, or if it was merely a recommendation.
Other mitigation activities included gently washing the remaining plants to abate dust and
wash off fire retardant following suppression activities. Cumulative impacts to this
species from fire suppression activities are currently unknown, but could be very
significant.
At Mud Spring, bulldozers, snag felling, and other fireline construction activities
impacted California pitcher plant (Darlingtonia californica) fens. Numerous Port Orford
cedar snags were felled directly within the spring itself and portions of the Darlingtonia
fens were covered in felled snags.
Additionally, a unique and important transition zone from serpentine soils to
granitic soil types at the headwaters of Rough and Ready’s South Fork was badly
impacted. The forests on granitic soils support a rare inland population of western
hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla). Much of this stand was impacted by Forest Service
backburning operations leading to mortality in many fire sensitive hemlock trees. Other
trees survived the fire and a population will likely persist at lower levels than it occurred
prior to the backburning operation. This incredible transition zone was protected from
logging in the 1970s due to concern from scientists, citizens, and environmentalists.
Unfortunately, a significant portion of this transition zone on road 112 was also subjected
to dozerline creation, backburning and heavy snag removal.

Recreational Impacts
Access to the Kalmiopsis Wilderness and adjacent Inventoried Roadless Areas
has been extremely limited since the Biscuit Fire of 2002. In the proceeding 14 years, the
Forest Service has done very little trail maintenance and the majority of the trail system is
impassable or in disrepair. This has severely impacted the public’s ability to enjoy and
recreate in the area. It has also severely impacted the ability of fire suppression crews to
safely access remote areas for suppression activities.
As time since the Biscuit Fire passes, brush and young trees have swallowed the
region’s trails. Downed woody debris and snags have also piled up in trail corridors,
making travel very slow and difficult. Many trails are nearly impossible to navigate in the
post-Biscuit Fire landscape. Trail 1124 was heavily brushed over and nearly impassable
prior to the Buckskin Fire. According to the Buckskin Fire Long Term Assessment,
unmaintained roads and trails “will take even longer to prep due to patches of 5-10’
chaparral and fallen trees. (P.10)”
This lack of trail maintenance had a significant impact on the fire suppression
strategy utilized for the Buckskin Fire. It also significantly contributed to the
environmental impact of fire suppression activities and the ability of fire suppression
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crews to safely and efficiently implement Minimum Impact Suppression Tactics (MIST)
in the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area, as is mandated in the SNF LRMP.
Road 112 and trail
1124 were historically
heavily used nonmotorized trails leading
into the heart of the
Kalmiopsis Wilderness.
The trails traverse the
center of the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless
Area, Oregon’s largest
unprotected roadless area.
The trail provides access
to unique transitional
zones between plant
communities, from oldgrowth forest on granitic
soils to open serpentine
woodland and chaparral.
Portions of the trail were
old road that had not been
utilized in many, many
years. The area was pristine in nature and had not been significantly impacted by fireline
creation activities in the 2002 Biscuit Fire.
Today, much of that wilderness experience has been degraded through fire
suppression activities. The first six miles of trail 1124 have been heavily impacted by
intensive snag felling operations and the creation of dozerline. The experience is now
very similar to walking through a recently roaded, salvage logged habitat. The pristine
nature of the trail has been replaced with one of industrial fire suppression, large
concentrations of big, old stumps, dozer churned earth and large cleared safety zones,
helipads, and hoists that appear very similar to large log landings.
Similarly, Mud Springs Camp, a popular wilderness camp in the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area, was badly damaged by fire suppression crews. The old road
adjacent to the camp was bulldozed, including direct physical destruction of Darlingtonia
fen habitat. The agency also directly applied fire retardant to the spring area, impacting
water quality for wilderness hikers who often utilize this isolated water source for
drinking water. Snag felling was also significant in the Mud Springs area. Fire
suppression crews dropped numerous old Port Orford cedar snags, bucked them into
pieces, scattered them throughout the spring corridor and piled them up directly on the
few campsites in the area. This once very pristine spring has been heavily impacted by
industrial fire suppression and was inadequately addressed in fire suppression repair and
mitigation activities.
Adding insult to injury, the Forest Service did not adequately decommission road
112 following fire suppression operations. An old, unnecessary road turned to wilderness
trail, no longer benefits from an effective road closure. Motorized access, especially by
A section of fireline built along trail 1124, a popular access into the
Kalmiopsis Wilderness. This pristine wilderness trail is now marred by
stumpfields and the primitive mine track has been widened to facilitate fire
suppression. Photo: Luke Ruediger
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single-track motorcycles, but also potentially for quads, will increase in the future due to
the removal of numerous highly effective tank traps. Currently no barrier exists to keep
motorcycle traffic from riding the newly opened road and fireline into the Kalmiopsis
Wilderness. Effective tank traps have been replaced with only a rock barrier, complete
with a trail winding through it large enough for a motorcycle to get through. With some
work a few rocks could be moved to allow access by four wheeled quads. This creates a
conflict among public land use groups and provides opportunities for unauthorized OHV
use to impact other important recreational, botanical, and ecological values, including the
potential spread of Port Orford Cedar (POC) root rot into otherwise uninfected drainages.
Given the trail’s location on a prominent ridgeline, any stream infected with POC root rot
would be highly likely to spread downstream, threatening miles and miles of intact,
uninfected habitat.
Interestingly, evidence collected from environmentalists in the area has shown
that the tank traps protecting trail 1124 from unauthorized OHV use were re-built
following the Buckskin Fire, but later removed and replaced with the ineffective rock
barriers. Many in this community would like to know why.

Retardant Use
Fire retardant use was concentrated on the eastern perimeter of the fire. Much of
the retardant was dropped on the high ridgeline dividing Rough and Ready Creek from
Baldface Creek. Numerous springs and tributary streams could have been impacted by
retardant application and drift. According to the Retardent Operations map from June 26,
2015, it is clear that retardant was directly applied to Mud Spring at the headwaters of
Rough and Ready Creek. It is also likely that retardant was applied in numerous small
tributary streams adjacent to road 112.
The fire retardant used was Phos Chek LC-95A, a chemical blend consisting of
Ammonium Polyphosphate and other unknown “performance additives,” protected as a
trade secret and not disclosed to the public. ICL Performance Products LP, the retardant
manufacturer, is withholding the specific chemical identity under provision of the OSHA
Hazard Communication Rule Trade Secrets (1910.1200(i)(1)).

Backfiring Operations
A cool, moist coastal inversion layer blanketed the fire during the period of June
16 -24. It was during this time period that the natural spread of the Buckskin Fire came to
a screeching halt, but fire growth continued due to intentionally set backburning
operations. Nearly half of the acres burned in the Buckskin Fire were lit by fire
suppression crews, concentrated on the southern, eastern and western perimeter of the
fire. Fireline creation was damaging to resource values, but due to moderating fire
weather, severity in much of the backburn area was low to moderate. On the southeast
side of the fire in granitic soils, the direct ignition zone was often filled with recently
felled snags from fireline “snagging,” and this pulse of fine fuel burned with intensity,
often creating the highest fire severity within the backburn area. Outside this narrow
band, the fire backed nicely down the slope at low to moderate severity. The old-growth
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forests of sugar pine, fir and cedar sustained predominantly low severity fire effects,
creating a beautiful underburn as the backburn backed downhill to the extremely slow
moving natural fire in the Baldface Creek Canyon.
In the serpentine soils north and west of this old-growth forest, the backburn
would not carry. Throughout the fireline crews would use drip-torches and heli-torches to
ignite short statured brush among red rock serpentine. In many cases only a small,
isolated patch of chaparral would burn. In sections it literally looked like crews were
attempting to burn bare rock. For the most part, the backfire burned small patches of
brush within a matrix of red serpentine rock. The distribution was as patchy and
discontinuous as the fire available fuel. Miles of dozerline were lined with natural
barriers so effective that crews could not get them to burn. In other locations crews could
not coax the fire more than perhaps 100’ from the fireline. A large sum of public money
was spent conducting these ineffective backburns with little actual effect on fire
containment.
Nearly half the fireline on the north, east and west side of the fire was never
reached by the natural fire and was never backburned. This demonstrates the confidence
fire professionals had in the natural barriers to the north between the South Kalmiopsis
Roadless Area and the Kalmiopsis Wilderness. These same natural barriers existed
throughout the fire area and could have been utilized to contain the fire while minimizing
environmental impacts.

Fireline Creation
Buckskin Fire Eastern Fireline
The eastern fireline was built on top of road 112 and trail 1124. Both the longdecommissioned road and the backcountry hiking trail lead into the South Kalmiopsis
Roadless Area. The fireline was built on the ridgeline dividing two pristine watersheds:
Baldface Creek and Rough and Ready Creek. This ridgeline is at the center of the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area and was affected by the 2002 Biscuit Fire. The Biscuit Fire
burned at mixed severity here, with a significant amount of high severity fire effects. The
majority of the ridgeline is dominated by various forms of serpentine plant communities
recovering from the Biscuit Fire with invigorated chaparral communities, wildflowers,
and regenerating pine stands colonizing snag fields. Islands of forest, remnant stands and
scattered, low-density pine groves grow from the harsh, red, and rocky serpentine soils.
Fuels in general are sparse with bare rock covering a significant portion of the
landscape. Although “jack-strawed” snags have accumulated on the forest floor,
chaparral and regenerating conifers are lacking in fuel continuity and decadence, thus
limiting fireline intensity and rate of fire spread.
At the southern end of the ridgeline, at the headwaters of Baldface Creek and the
South Fork of Rough and Ready Creek, lies an isolated island of granitic soils, supporting
old-growth forest, and snag forests burned in the Biscuit Fire. Fuels at this end of the
ridge are more significant and contiguous than those found in the serpentine areas. Very
little bare rock breaks up the fuel bed, but large, old-growth trees shade the forest floor in
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many places, suppressing understory growth and fuel loads. The area receives large
amounts of seasonal rainfall and supports unusual stands of western hemlock, far inland
from the majority of western hemlock’s range in productive, coastal forests. Old-growth
Douglas fir dominates, but Port Orford cedar, sugar pine and ponderosa pine are also
found within this old remnant stand.
The most troubling
portions of this fireline were
built in these unique and
isolated old-growth conifer
stands. Although a logging
road once led into these
magnificent old forests, the
road has been
decommissioned for a long
time, and has been, for many,
many years, utilized as a
hiking trail, providing access
to the South Kalmiopsis
Roadless Area and
Kalmiopsis Wilderness Area.
Firefighting personnel
This massive old snag, over 6’ diameter, was cut along the fireline and
was perhaps the victim of "sport falling," where crews drop trees
reopened this road,
unnecessarily for "sport." The tree was the only snag cut on the
obliterating the four tank
opposite side of the road from the backburn for many miles.
traps once located at the
Photo: Chris Norwich
northern end of the Cedar
Springs Plateau. In doing so they severely impacted an extremely rare population of
Tracy’s lupine (Lupinus tracyi). The impact included nearly complete removal of the
population by bulldozer. The Forest Service is considering the population extirpated and
has recommended a propagation program to attempt to compensate for the loss of this
important population. They intend to grow out Lupinus tracyii plants from seed at the J.
Herbert Stone Nursery in Medford and replant the population at an unspecified date. It is
unclear if this program will succeed, and to date I have found no evidence that the agency
has successfully propagated this rare species.
The road was utilized as a fireline and large numbers of old snags were felled to
facilitate containment and burnout operations. Interestingly enough, it appears that a
significant portion of the high severity fire adjacent to road 112 is associated with the
unnatural fuel beds created by snag felling and line creation. The felled snags deposited a
deep fuel bed of dry, dead fine fuels from tree limbs and branches. These fine fuels then
ignited the downed snags, burning with intensity where fine fuels and large heavy fuels
intermingled. The result is a black, burnt line adjacent to the road, covered in large
diameter stumps. As the fire backed downhill and away from the unnatural fuel beds
created by snag felling, fire severity drastically decreased. Down slope in the large, old
trees at the headwaters of Baldface Creek, the fire was mixed, but dominated by low
severity fire effects, burning beneath the large old pine and fir.
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Large old snags, up to 6’ diameter, were felled along this fireline. A little over one
mile out road 112, the road narrows and the Forest Service built a small and likely very
ineffective tank trap that would be easily passable by motorcycles and OHVs.
From this point the road was historically a simple mine track, narrow rocky and
long utilized by wilderness hikers to access the wildlands extending in all directions. The
agency appears to have utilized a small dozer on the remaining section of fireline, and
although better than a full sized cat, the dozerline badly impacted wilderness values.
At road 475, a long decommissioned spur road leading into the headwaters of the
South Fork of Rough and Ready Creek, firefighting personnel reopened the old roadbed,
disturbing the highly erosive granitic soils both within and adjacent to a riparian reserve.
In several places fine sediment is clearly reaching the stream in high rainfall events. For
roughly one mile the freshly bulldozed old road parallels the stream then takes a sharp
right hand turn. At a low ridgeline fire crews built a large “safety zone,” bulldozing a
large area to bare mineral soil. Beyond this safety zone the dozerline continues, and then
crosses the headwaters of Rough and Ready Creek through wetlands to another small
landing created at the end of the road.
Back on the main fireline,
the aggressive snag felling and
dozerline continues, reaching a
small spur road built during the
fire. This short spur leads to a
gentle knob, cleared into a very
large “safety zone,” perhaps 200
feet across. The soil is scrapped
bare and all trees, snags, and
vegetation was felled or cleared.
This safety zone directly adjacent
to the trail is a serious impact to
wilderness values and will leave
a lasting impact on the
experience of wilderness
enthusiasts for decades to come.
“North 2.5 Safety Zone” was built in the South Kalmiopsis Roadless On Forest Service Operations
Area adjacent to trail 1124. The impact to wilderness character is
and Rehabilitation maps the
severe. Photo: Luke Ruediger
safety zone is identified as
“North 2.5 Safety Zone.”
Quickly the trail leads into serpentine soils, sparse vegetation, and ghostly white
snag forests. At the intersection of the Frantz Meadow Trail a small landing was cleared,
bulldozed, and “rehabilitated” by covering the exposed soils with rocks and woody
debris. Once the serpentine soils are reached it is very clear that fire crews had very little
ability to burnout the fireline. A swath of trees 50’-100’ wide was cleared of vegetation
and snags before the burnout operations took place. The felling created unnatural fuel
beds and in some places burned with intensity. From this point on the fireline was burned
but the fuels were so sparse a fire would not carry into adjacent fuels and down the slope.
Fire crews tried to burnout the ridgeline in vain, but for the most part they simply created
a black line 50’-100’ wide. Despite spending large sums of money, damaging wilderness,
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botanical, and ecological resources, and trying for numerous days, the burn simply would
not carry.
In many places the burnout and the main body of the fire never merged, especially
on the eastern face of Buckskin Peak. Small patches of brush or felled snags burned, but a
fireline allowing for containment was never truly created. In essence, the fireline was a
significant public expense with little to no public gain and substantial impacts to public
resources, recreation, botanical diversity, and wilderness character.
At Mud Springs, the
fireline was rather crudely
built within the small
wetlands and Darlingtonia
bogs surrounding Mud
Springs Camp. Fire crews
trashed the camp itself,
snags were felled, chopped
into rounds and left in piles
within the remote campsite
and in the spring area. A
small spur trail dropping to
the campsite was bulldozed
and covered with cut
rounds from old fire-killed
cedar. Large cedar snags
were cut directly within the
Darlingtonia fen and the
dozerline clearly removed a small portion of the fen with its blade. Forest Service reports
demonstrate that the fire suppression crews dumped fire retardant into Mud Springs,
fouling a pristine spring and heavily utilized backcountry water source. The wilderness
camp and the surrounding area suffered impacts to wilderness quality, wetlands,
potentially rare plants species, and other resources.
Mud Spring was not mentioned in Forest Service fire suppression rehabilitation
reports and did not receive adequate rehabilitation work. The impact to the wilderness
resource was unfortunate, but even more unfortunate is the lack of acknowledgment and
accountability on behalf of the agency. Cut logs should have been scattered in the brush
rather than allowed to accumulate within the camp and spring area, yet no mitigation
work was conducted leaving wilderness users to believe that the agency is simply not
concerned with impacts to the wilderness and recreational qualities of the South
Kalmiopsis Roadless Area.
Beyond Mud Spring suppression crews built a large heli-pad at the upper end of
the Mud Springs Trail. Crews cut numerous large, old Jeffery pine over 150 years old
that had survived the Biscuit Fire, but could not escape the impact of suppression in the
Buckskin Fire.
A few more helipads were created in the next couple miles. The fireline was
bulldozed, but at least remained fairly narrow at 8’-10’ wide. The ridgeline is gentle and
required very few waterbars, no switchbacks, and very little post-fire rehabilitation. Helipad 9 was built within a small seasonal stream and is contributing directly to sediment
Mud Spring Camp buried in cut material from “snagging.”
Photo: Luke Ruediger
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delivery, especially in the winter months when the seasonal stream flows down the old
Buckskin Road and into the stream channel. Alpha Spike Camp located in section 2 was
impacted but rehabilitated fairly responsibly.
Western Perimeter: Biscuit Hill Fireline
The Biscuit Hill
Fireline was built on top
of the Biscuit Hill Trail
#1215, an old two-track
mine road within the
South Kalmiopsis
Roadless Area. The area
is a wonderful example of
serpentine woodland and
savannah, supporting
widely dispersed stands
of Jeffery pine, western
white pine, and a few
groves of Port Orford
cedar. The entire area
burned in the 2002
Biscuit Fire. The Biscuit
Fire, in fact, was named
for Biscuit Hill where one
of the numerous lightening ignitions began burning. Much of the area burned at moderate
severity in the Biscuit Fire. Fire effects in the Biscuit Fire were largely predicated by
forest type and geologic setting, with much of the high severity fire found in the brushy
serpentine country, and a large portion of the low severity fire burning in the area’s oldgrowth forests, growing from more productive diorite (granitic) soils.
Snag fields and regenerating serpentine forest burned in the Biscuit Fire supports
ample conifer regeneration and low brush in the understory. This brush is mostly
vigorous, roughly knee to thigh high, and lacking in flammable, dead fuels. It is often
patchy or sparse, and together with the abundant bare serpentine rock, constitutes a fire
sink rather than a fire hazard. The reasoning behind this conclusion comes from the
patchy, low severity fire effects of the Buckskin Fire, including large areas left
completely unburned.
Minimal damage was done while conducting fire suppression activities in this
vicinity. Some intermittent dozerline was created, but was minimized by the abundance
of bare rock and a minimum of existing fuel within the old road prism. Some snagging
took place, but did not have a significant impact on the available snag resource or
wilderness character of the surrounding landscape. Snags removed were sporadic and of
mostly small diameter. Impacts were moderated by the serpentine geology, which limited
the development of dense forest stands or large trees and snags in the area.
Much of the fire that burned to this fireline was an intentionally set backburn. Fire
severity in the area was mostly low to moderate severity, causing little live tree mortality.
Minimal fuels and large amounts of bare rock make Biscuit Hill a natural
fuel brake. Fire suppression crews tried to burn slopes of solid rock with
little success.
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In many cases you can see where fire crews tried to backburn areas that supported very
little fuel and the fire did not carry. Often fire could not be encouraged to burn to the
fireline and unburned fuels or unburnable areas remain adjacent to the fireline. The
northernmost section of fireline in the Baldface Creek Canyon did not burn at all,
creating a large unburned area on at the fire’s western perimeter.
Fireline rehab and OHV closure was adequate on the Biscuit Hill Fireline,
including rock barriers and woody debris spread across the beginning of the trail to block
motor vehicle access. Fireline rehab was intermittent and appeared to be focused on small
sections of dozerline. By and large, water barring was adequate and the level of
disturbance associated with fireline construction and rehab was minimized using MIST
tactics.
The Biscuit Hill Fireline was built from June 15 to June 20, 2015 and was the last
area backburned by fire suppression crews. MIST was implemented during the
backburning operations, creating much less impact to fisheries, soils, botany, wilderness
characteristics, and other natural resources than those firelines backburned without
utilizing MIST tactics.

Government Transparency and Wildfire
Basic information and public oversight of fire suppression activities is severely
lacking, and despite significant environmental impacts associated with fire suppression
activities, no environmental analysis or public disclosure ever takes place to account for
these impacts and their cumulative effects. Contrary to land management designations,
directives, and mandates requiring full disclosure and NEPA analysis of impacts to
federal lands, fire suppression activities are rarely scrutinized or accounted for.
Fire suppression is the single land management activity that is regularly
implemented on sensitive public lands with no public oversight, disclosure or
accountability. Impacts to our roadless areas and wilderness resource are becoming more
prominent and widespread. Often fire suppression activities are conducted for months on
end, and activities that are otherwise banned in wilderness areas take place every summer
throughout the west in general, and the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains specifically.
Tracking these activities is extremely difficult and time consuming because the
agency is not required to actually disclose the impacts of fire suppression activities;
therefore, those interested in documenting and addressing these impacts must scour
through agency reports, daily logs, and operational plans, piecing together the timeline of
events and impacts. The problem is often compounded by the chaos of fire suppression
and a lack of adequate documentation of suppression activities. It is often very unclear
how decisions were made or who gave the approval to conduct specific suppression
actions.
The only way for public citizens to document and expose these decisions for
public scrutiny is through analysis of daily Inciweb Incident Information reports and the
FOIA process. It is required that FOIA requests be fulfilled within 20 working days from
the date they are received by the agency, generally about 30 days in all. Yet, fulfillment
of FOIA requests often extends to well beyond this 30-day window, making disclosure of
fire suppression impacts nearly impossible in a timely and meaningful manner. For
instance, upon obtaining funding for this report, I promptly submitted a detailed FOIA
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request for documents and information pertaining to the Buckskin Fire. My initial request
was processed on November 11, 2015, yet was not completely fulfilled by the Forest
Service until May 17, 2015, six months later.
Public land management agencies must begin tracking fire suppression activities
with more detail, timeliness, and regularity. Likewise, these same agencies must become
more responsive to public FOIA requests for fire suppression related activities. Allowing
six months to lapse between an official FOIA request and fulfillment of that request
serves only to frustrate public attempts to track suppression activities and meaningfully
discuss suppression strategies, impacts, and long-term implications.

Conclusions
The Buckskin Fire should have been managed utilizing MIST techniques from the
beginning, as outlined in the Forest Plan for the Siskiyou National Forest. Given the slow
moving nature of this fire, adequate time was available to implement MIST techniques
and mitigate or eliminate many of the substantial impacts associated with suppression of
the Buckskin Fire. A combination of handline and natural barriers would have adequately
contained the fire with far less ecological impact than was sustained during the
suppression of the Buckskin Fire. This approach is consistent with land management
designation and directives in the area and would have been a more appropriate approach
to managing this slow moving wildfire.
A lack of safe and effective access to the fire contributed heavily towards the use
of bulldozers within the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area, and could have been entirely
avoided if adequate and regular trail maintenance had been conducted on road 112 and
trail 1124. The lack of proactive and routine trail maintenance encouraged managers to
take aggressive actions on sensitive National Forest lands. The use of bulldozers within
the South Kalmiopsis Roadless Area is a direct result of this lack of trail maintenance.
Impacts associated with dozerline include the degradation of wilderness values, the
possible extirpation of rare plant species, disruption of unique transitional habitats,
damaged backcountry campsites, and heavy snag falling in wildland habitats. All of these
impacts could have been greatly reduced or avoided.
Future fire management in this remote and inaccessible region should include
backcountry trail maintenance and the use of wildland fire for resource benefit. Wildfires
within the Biscuit Fire footprint are likely to be moderated by fuel conditions and
geologic influences for at least another two decades. Allowing wildfires under prescribed
conditions to burn within the Biscuit Fire footprint is the only way to maintain healthy
forest and fuel conditions in this remote region and should be considered, not only as a
fire suppression strategy, but also as a long-term fire management strategy.
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